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News of the photographic industry
In an interview with one of the editions of Kenji Tanaka General Manager, Digital Imaging Group, Sony
Corp. reported that Sony will no longer give other manufacturers some of their sensors and
technology. Company Ikelite introduced the box camera Panasonic Lumix GH5 index 200DL which is
made of polycarbonate and designed for diving at depths down to 60 meters. The case contains all
important organs control... The company introduced the Zhongyi Mitakon Lens Turbo adapter II NG-FX
for mounting on a mirrorless camera Fujiﬁlm X full-frame lenses with Nikon f-mount Adapter to
compensate for the crop factor cropping frame Sens... The latest lens Sigma 135mm f1.8 DG HSM Art
for cameras with mounts Canon Nikon and Sigma became available for pre-order at a price of
$1399.00. Sony is developing a new FE lens line G Master FR 100-400mm. It is possible that he will be
announced with the new camera in April. Those who have a few months waiting to buy Rokinon 35mm
f1.2 for the MFT system will be disappointed on the BHphoto website this lens marked as
discontinued. Canon as we have reported will be announced on 5 April 2017, a new wide angle lens
and they will despite speculations of FR 10 mm EF-S 35mm f2.8 M IS STM. Sony has released a new
Digital Filter which allows to divide the stage into two or three zones and to optimize the exposure
and white balance for each of these areas helping you to get the best quality... Zeiss has published a
series of images taken has not yet announced a new lens line Batis for cameras with bayonet mount
Sony FE. Sigma 500mm f4 DG OS HSM Sport was introduced in September 2016, when the
announcement was reported on the timing of the beginning of sales - November but so far the lens
has been available for purchase. Young Shanny Chinese company has released a new ﬂash SN600FGZ
P-TTL GN60 HSS for Pentax two months ago. Now the novelty has gone on sale to buy it on ebay for $
129. On amazon ﬂash all ... Lens Panasonic Leica DG Vario-Elmar 100-400mm f4-6.3 ASPH for
mirrorless cameras Micro Four Thirds system got the ﬁrmware update to version 1.2. The new
ﬁrmware improves the performance of the system... AQUATICA has introduced a new model A6500 for
system cameras SONY A6500. The bathyscaphe has a solid and compact body which is made of high
quality anodized aluminum alloy. Available all of the elements of control... Fujiﬁlm on the page
camera Fujiﬁlm X100F network facebook on of treatment on the timing of delivery to the buyers of
this latest top-end compact has published the message Sorry but X100F get... Tamron announced in
February a full-frame lens SP 70-200mm f2.8 Di VC USD G2 which diﬀers from the previous model, a
faster autofocus and an improved system of image stabilization. At the announcement of the TRANS...
The company introduced the Kipon adapters for
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